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85. Proposed by E. W. MORRELL, A. M., Professor of Mathematics, Montpelier Seminary, Montpelier, Vt. 

In turning a one-lhorse chaise within a ring of a certain diameter, it was observed 
thiat the outer wheel made two turns, while the inner wheel made but one. The wheels 
were each 4 feet high; and supposing them fixed at the distance of 5 feet on the axletree, 
what was the circumference of the track described by the outer wheel? From Greenletf's 
National Arithmetic. 

86. Proposed by EDGAR H. JOHNSON, Professor of Mathematics, Emroy College. Oxford, Ga. 

v--.142857; 1--.03; 1 -.076923; =.- 0.588235294117647. 
()bserve that if the numbers formiing the first half of the repetend be tadded respect- 

ively to thle numbers forming the second half of the repetend, the suim is in every case 9. 
What is the general law of wlhich these are special cases? 

GEOMETRY. 
80. Proposed by J. C. GREGG, Superintendent of Schools, Brazil, Ind. 

One circle touclhes another internially, and a third circle whose raditus is a meall pro- 
portional between their radii passes tlhrough the point of contact. Prove that the other 
intersections of the third circle with the first two are in a line parallel to the common 
tangent of the first two. [From Phillips and Fisher's Geomretry.} 

81. Proposed by CHAS. C. CROSS, Laytonsville, Md. 

A circle is drawn bisecting the lines joining the points of conttact of the inscribed 
circles with the sides produiced. Another circle is drawn passing through-g the centers of 
the eircles drawn tangent externally to the in-circle and internally to the sides of the tri- 
angle. Prove that the centers of these two circles, the incenter anld the cireunicenter tlre 
co(ll inear . 

82. Proposed by WILLIAM SYMMONDS, A. M., Professor of Mathematics and Atronomy, Pacific College. 
Santa Rosa, Cal. 

If the extremities of the base of a triangle be joined by straight lines to the exter- 
ior angles of squares constructed upon its two sides, the superior pair of lines thus 
drawn intersect at right angles; the inferior pair intersect at a. point in a line dra-wni from 
thie vertical angle perpendicular to the base. 

MECHANICS. 
58. Proposed by ALFRED HUME, C. E.. D. So., Professor of Mathematics, University of Mississippi, Univer- 

sity. Miss. 

Atn endless uniform chlain is hung over two small smoolh pegs in the same horizotn- 
tMl linie. Show that, when it is in a position of equilibrium, the ra3tio of tile distaince be- 
tweeni the vertices of the two catenaries to half the length of the ellain is the tangent of 
half the angle of inclination of the portions near the pegs. [Froiml R?uth'. A ncytiq al MSat- 
iws, iathematical Trifos, 1855.] 

59. Proposed by WILLIAM HOOVER. A. M., Ph. D., Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy in Ohio State 
University, Athens;, Ohio. 

Find the radius of sphlere of giveni specific gravity whichli will rest just iminmersed it) 
ta fluid whose density varies as its depth. 

60. Proposed by J. SCHEFFER, A. M., Hagerstown, Md. 

What mnust be the ratio of the two legs of a iiuniformi and heanvy riglt tritangle sus- 
pended from the center of the inscribed circle, if this triangle wvill r-est with the shlorter 
l eg in a horizorntal position?l 
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